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ABSTRACT

Using parallelogram model to the B-H characteristic of

the hysteres is material, general express'ions for the terminal

quantities of a circumferential flux polyphase hysteresis machine

are derived. A detail analysis of the phenomena of parasitic losses,

stator iron loss 'and saturation in stator care is made.

General equivalent circuit models for polyphase hysteresis,

motors for both synchronous and sub-synchronous mode of operation

are developed. rt,odified equialent circuit models are also developed

for'both the cases.

The effect of saturation in stator core,parasi tic losses

and stator iron loss are represented by sui table parameters in the

general 'equivalent circuit" models.
••

Analytical solutions" of the equivalent circuit models are

•made for balanced polyphase hysteresis motors. The equivalent

circuit models are clearly "expressed by phasor equations.

It is established that tl1e mach'ine torque at sub-synchronous

speed is higher than the pUll-out torque at synchronous speed and th is

additional torque at sub-synchronous speed is supplied by the eddy

current torque. This is found to 'be in close agreement with that

oPtained experimentally ••
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- factor (eqn.23 ).

magnetic flux density.

peak of .tooth ripple flux density.

.- peak of mean flux density in the airgap neglecting tooth
ripple,

fundamental component of airgap flux density.

peak of fundamental component of airgap flux density.

-airgap flux 'density.

peak of airgap flux density~

airgap flux density at angle Q •

circumferential flux density in hysteresis material at
angle e •

- peak of ith component of tooth ripple flux density.

- residual flux density.

radially directed stator too.th leakage flux density.

- tip-to-tip circumferential leakage flux density.. .

- effective radial depth, of slot leakage flux path.

- voltage.

per phase airgap voltage,

equivalent voltage of ~he'idealized hysteresis element.

- r9tor induced voltage.

- per.phase stator supply voltage.



F general symbol for magnetic potential.

Fe- totaih magnetic potential at angle e •
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magnetic potential drop in hysteresis material at angle e •
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magnetic potential drop across IRp •

tnevenin equivalent magnetic potential.

frequency.

frequency of the fundamental component.

frequency of the nth harmonic.

induced rotor frequency.

tooth r ipp le frequency.

airgap .•

carter- equivalent airgap.

magnetic field intensity.

coercive force.

magnetic field intensity in hysteresis material at angle B •

-thickness of rotor hysteresis ring.

order of harmonics.

instantaneous stator current per phase.

current in eddy element.

current in flux parasitic element.
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current through 'X •J go
current in hysteresis element.

current in iron loss element.,

current through Lo •

current through ,:1), .,

r.m.s. stator current.

peak of stator current.

current through :Xty •

factor expressing fundamental solution of Fourier Series
of flux space wave.

stator current density.

cons tanto

stator ~Ii.rtdingdistribution factor.'

stator winding distribution factor Lor nth harmonic.

flux-parasitic loss constant.

mmf-parasitic loss constant.
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stator winding pitch factor.
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'ofindingfactor.
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number of phase.
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per phase IR loss.

eddy current loss •
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flux ~ parasitic loss.

hystel' es is loss.

mmf- parasitic loss.

mmf-parasitic loss for nth harmonic.

out put pO.ler.per phase.

stator slot p id;~b.

airgap reluctance per unit angle.

incremental reluctance per unit angle derived from slope
of sides of F - ~ loop.

incremental reluctance derived from GIs andIRo •

incremental reluctance per unit angle derived from slope
of top and bottom of F - ~ loop.
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equivalent resistance due 'to eddy current.

equivalent resistance due to flux-parasitic ioss.

equivalent hysteresis resistance.

equivalent iron loss resistance.'

equivalent resistance due to mmf-parasitic loss.

stator effective resist'ance per phase • .r:

machine radius.

radius at airgap.

radius to centre of' hysteresis ring.

slip.

number of s lots per pole.

slot \'Iidth.

time.

tooth widtho

volume of rotor hysteresis ring.

hysteresis energy per unit volume.
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Xsa stator end - winding reactanc e.

Xsb stator slot. tooth-top, and zigzag reactance.
'"

Xty stator tooth-body and yoke re?-ctance.

Z number of conductors per phase per pole.

Greek symbols: .

torljue angle •
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~LY

. permeability of hysteresis material.

- permeability' of free space.

equivalent permeability from froand Prs •

recoL~\u permeability.

unsaturated relative permeability.

saturated relative permeability.

flux.

flux in the hysteresis ring.

flux at angle e •

flux through non-linear element at angle e •

tip-to-tip' circumferential leakage flux.

mutual flux in the yoke corresponding to fundamental ..
component of airgap flux.

. yoke leakage flux.
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rad ial angle.

phase angle.

phase angle for lli zero power factor load.

angular speed.

factor ( eqn.16 ).

factor. (eqn.14).

factor,(eqn.15 ).

angle between Thevenin equivalent magnetic potential Fqeand ~e

wave length.

resistivity of hysteresis material.

skin depth.

reduction factor (eqn.24 ).
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CHAPTER I

I. INTRODUCTION:

Hysteresis Machine is a torque producing device utilising
the energy contained in the hysteresis loop of the rotor material.
In this type of machine the stator is slotted and contains a
sinusoidally distributed polyphase winding. The rotor contains
no winding. It is made of an iron or aluminium core rounded by
a ring of soft magnetic material. A uniform airgap is maintained
throughout between the rotor and the stator. When a balanced set
of sinusoidal currents is supplied to the stator winding, it pro-
duces a sinusoidally distributed magnetomotive force space wave
revolving at synchronous speed around the airgap which causes a
non-sinusoidal flux space wave. This flux crosses the airgap and
entersK the ring of soft magnet material of the rotor radially.
The basic elements of a polyphase hysteresis machine is ullustrated
in Fig. I.

Two types of concepts regarding the path of the flux in the
rotor magnetic ring have been assumed so far. In the first type
the flux crosses both the airgap and the rotor hysteresis ring
radially. This type of the hysteresis machine is known as radial -
flux hysteresis machine as shown in Fig. 2a. In the other type,
the flux crosses the airgap and enteres the hysteresis ring radially,
and then passes through the hysteresis ring circumferentially.
This type is called the circumferential - flux hysteresis machinex as

shown in Fig. 2b.
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Fig.t. Schematic Representation of a Polyphas~' Hysters1s Machine.
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Fig.?b Typical Flux Path in 6ircumferential Flux Hysteresis Machine
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Flux Hysteresis.llachine.
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In the case of an idealized radial flux hysteresis machine

the fOllowing assumptions are made:

- Both the stator yoke and the rotor core has infinite permeability.

- The ring of hysteresis material of the rotor is considered to.be

divided into radial segments and no flux crosses the interfaces

of the segments when passing through the magnetic ring.

The total magnetic potential drop occurs across the series

combination of the airgap and hysteresis ring only.

Thus, if a particular segment of the rotor including the correspond-

ing airgap is considered, the magnetic potential across the series

colilbenation is equal to the magnetic potential supplied by the stator

.current.

A more real and practial model is the circumferential - flux

hysteresis maclTine. In this latter type, 'the rotor core is usually a

non-magnetic one and is assumed to have infinite reluctance. Thus,the

totoil.;:~potential drop occurs across the series combination of the airgap

and the circumferential path covered by the flux along the hysteresis

ring. The flux distribution in the airgap and in the hysteresis ring

of an idealized circumferential flux,hysteresis machine is shown in

Fig .~.

In both the idealised hysteresis machine models, the space

distribution of a stator winding is assumed to be ideally sinusoidal

and the current entering the stator winding contains no time harmonies.

This results a fundamental wave form of magnetmmotive force rotating

at synchronous speed in the airgap.
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The effect of this magnetomotive force is to cause a non-sinusoidal

airgap flux density wave envelope which also rotates at synchronous

speed. This non-sinusoidal space flux \iaVe may be expressed as Fourier

Series.

The hysteresis machine develops its fundamental driving torque

by virtue of the fact that this airgap flux density space wave lags

the magnetomotive force space wave by'an angle S due to the non-linear

relationship between Band H in the magnetic material. The relationship

between the stator. magnetomotive force space wave and the airgap flux

space wave is shown in,Fig.~.

The development of torque in a hysteresis machine occurs in

two distinct and significant mechansims. The first and usually the

predominant 'component is the hysteresis torque and the second one is

the eddy current torque in the hysteresis ring. However, at synchronous

speed the eddy current torque is zero and the motor is run 'by synchronous

hys teres is torque.
At present this type of machine is widely used as a driving

means of time measuring devices, recording equipments, ,gyros and in

~eneral where constant torque and quiet operation are needed. It may

now also be used, as a low lift pump for irrigation8 purpose, as the

hysteresis motors with integral hours power shaft torque are available9•
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2. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION OF HYSTERESIS ~illCHINE.

The hysteresis motor can be regarded as a self starting
synchronous motor. When the stator is excited by a balanced

polyphase currents,a sinusoidally varying NMF wave rilvolving

at synchronous speed is established in the airgap. This }~

wave induces a nonsinusoidal flux density wave in the rotor

hysteresis ring material. Due to the hysteresis effect of the

rotor material the fundamental of the flux density wave lags

behind the exciting ~. Thus there exist an H-Wave and a

B - Wave in the rotor magnetic material separated in space by

an angle l~hich is the required condition for ,the production of

torque.
Referring to Fig.5b the axis of the stator }~Wand the

axis of the rotor magnetization are not in phase. The axis

of the rotor magentization lags behind that of the stator ~

by an angle • Referring back to Fig.5a if the stator. arid

the rotor materials are of same nature like ordinary ferromag-

netic material then the axis of the rotor magnetization. is

practically in line with stator }~W axis. And thus there is

no appreciable phase shift between the stator ~ and the rotor

flux density as in conventional rotating machines. But, hOl~ever,
•

in the case of hysteresis motor the hysteresis material of the

rotor ring is made of 17%.cobalt-nickel alley or specially heat
---~ .-----~ - -

treated low coercieve force alnico - v material.
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These type of materia1s inherently exhibits a significant

hysteresis effect. As the term hysteresis literarily means ~~.

to fall back, therefore, the magnetization in the rotor ring has

a tendency to lag behind the imposed reseolving ~WW of the stator

which has conventional ferro magnetic core. This angle of lag ,

as shown in Fig.56 is primarily due to the hysteresis characteri-

stic of the rotor material. It is usually constant for a given

material and is independ~nt of stator excitation. The torque

developed in the hysteresis motor is proportional to the sine of

this angle • The expression for the torque of a hysteresis

motor can be written as

T. ::- k F ~ Sin S

"There F is stator ~~W

is rotor flux,

and k is a constant.

For a given value of stator excita~ion, the stator ~~Wand

rotor flux is usually constant and thus the above torque expression

leads to a constant buil~ in torque.

Further more, it may be noted that at starting i.e. ldth

S - 1 , the eddy current contributes the entire torque. At any

speed other than Zero upto synchronous speed the torque in the

hysteresis machine is due to both eddy current and hysteresis.

At synchronous speed with S = O. when the rotor is in synchronism

wi th the stator ~1l'W the Contribution of eddy current torque is

zero and the motor is .exclusively run by the hysteresis torque.
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At synchronous speed since the rotor is under the influence of

constant rotating ~WW, the hysteresis material remain magnetized:

and develops as if d.c. magnetized poles like that of ordinary

synchronous motors. This is why the rotor remains in synchronism

so long as the stator excitation i.e. the air gap ~&W field is

maintained. This rotor magnetization which is analogous to the

d.c. excitation of conventional synchronous motors can be conveniontly

represented as a d.c. source. This is shown as E in thep

equivalent circuit models.

•
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2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE:

The concept of the use of hysteresis energy in producing
1

torque ,laS first explored by steinmetz towards the begining of

2 4the t,lBntieth Century. Next Teare in 19 0 developed the theory

of hysteresis motor torque. based on the known fi,Hd configurations

of magnetic flux and magnetomotive force in the hysteresis material

of the rotor and its dimensions. Then Roters3 in 1947 used hysteresis

lag angle and total loop energy in analysing the theory of the

development of torque in hysteresis motor and als 0 showed that

parasitic hysteresis losses that are associated with the rotor

caused by local ascillations could be greatly reduced using closed

slots in the stator. This led to practical hysteresis motor in the

fractional horse power range. HO'lever, as the operating characteristics

of the motor have never been adequately explained and the improvement

of the magnetic materials to have more energy per unit volume is

limited, the commercial produc'tion of hysteresis motor is limited

in the fractional hourse-power range. Hysteresis motors have the

following advantages:-

- Simple rotor construction.

- Flat torque speed characteristics.

- Built in synchronizing driving torque.'

No starting problem as it can accellerate all the load that
it can carry.

Because of the above mentioned merits of hysteresis' motor it has

potential for use as small synchronous motor in the advancing

technology_
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In recent years, Slemon and Copeland 4-5 analysed the synchronoUs
"

operating characteristics of the hysteresis machine' using idealised

model for the hysteresis loop of, its rotor material. But the output shaft

torque could not be predicted, as it is difficult to predict the parasitic

losses associated ~ith the rotor materials which have an inherent

non-linear behaviour.

6 - 7Rahman recently presented a complete analysis for predicting

the parasitic losses in terms of machine geometry and magneto-electric

characteristics of the hysteresis material. Once the parasitic loss

phenomena are tackled higher rating hysteresis motor upto 4(four) honsa
, 10

power have been developed by Rahman • All the above analysis are

however limited to the case of synchronous mode of operation of the

hysteres is 'motor. These analysis ~lere approximate, as these are limi ted

to the idealized case of synchronous hysteresis motor neglecting stator

iron loss and ~t~tsaturation effects. The equivalent circuits developed

so far did not truely represent the general circuit model of ,the motor.

Thus the scope of the present investigation is to develop a

general analytical model tior polyphase hysteresis motor at both synchronoas

and sub-synchronous speeds. Using parallogram approximat~ons, general

expressions for the 'terminal quantities are obtained. Ste~dy - state

equivalent circuit models are developed for both the synchronous and

sub-synchronous mode of 'operation. 'The parasitic losses associated with

the rotor hysteresis material, the stator iron losses and saturation

effects are represented, by sui table parameters in the general equivalent

circuit model. , '



Chapter t\~Ocontains the treatment of B - H loop which is

lenearised using parallelogram model. It also contains the analysis

of rotor parasitic losses, stator iron loss and stator saturation

effects.

In chapter three equivalent circuit mOdel'for synchronous

modes are derived. Basic equivalent circuit, general equivalent

circuit and modified ge'neral equivalent circuit have als 0 been

deve loped.

Chapter four contains the derivation of equivalent circuits

for sub-synchronous mode of operation. The expressions for equivalent

hysteresis and eddy current resistances are obtained'.

In Chapter five the discussions and conclusions are given.
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CRAPTERII

1. TREATMEIITOF B-H LOOP

One of the m~jor problems in the development of the theory

of- hysteresis machine' is the treatment, of 'B-HLoop of the rotor

hysteresis material which has a non-linear character~stic as shown

in Fig.6. The analysis of the machine becomes prohibitive if one

adheres strictly to the ,actual hysteresis loop. For the purp~se

of analysis, the B-H characteristic may be conveniently approximated

by either (i) an elliptic or (ii) a parallelogram model ~/hich

approximately represents the area contained in the actual hysteresis

loop.

The hysteresis loop was replaced by inclined ellipse first

by Teare2 in his analysis of hysteresis motor. The elliptical

repres~ntation was further extended by Roters 3 and Miyairi12 for

the fractional hourse-power hysteresis machine. Later Copeland

and Slemon4-5, introduced the ,parallelogram modelling of the B-H

'loop to predict fundamental developed torque in terms of machine

dimensions and hysteresis material characteristics.,

It is evident from Fig.? that the area contained in the

elliptical model of the loop does,not fully represent theactua,l

area of the loop. The major discrepancy is due to the poor

approximation at the tips of the loop. However, in parallelogram

modelling the area of the loop is more accurately approximated.
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FiR.? Modelling of Hysteresis Loop by Para.llelogram and. Ellipse.
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Slope

Fig.B. Ideallzed Magnetization Char"acterist1cs for Hysteresis ~laterial.
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Fi.g.9. Flux Versus Hagnetic potential in Hysteresis Materi.al.
f 'Q,r.!IV n,.d t. a.ozl.e )
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Fig.10. Steps in Producing a Simplified Model of Fig.9.

(a) Reluctance Per Unit Angle Ro•
(b) Original I.oop of Fi!.g.9 w1th Series Ro Subtracted.
(c) Reluctance Per Unit Angle Rp•
(d) Loop of Fig.10(b) with Parallel Rp Subtracted.

"
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"Fig.11. Cross -Section of Hysteresis }lachine Sho.ling Dimensions.
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The areas of the actual loop left outside the edge of the paraUelogram

at two ends are accounted for by indauding almost equal areas at the

other two ends. Thus the parallelogram model may be a better approximation

than the eUiptical model.

To analyse the, theory of hysteresis machine using paraUelogram

mod'el it is assumed that the B-H. loop of the hysteresis material is a

parallelogram of constant width equal to twmce the co-ercive force

Hc, and height equal to 'twice the residual flux density Br, i.e.

Width = 2 Hc (1)

and Height = 2 B
I'

and the slope of the vertical ,sides and the outer boundary of

the, loop are pro po and PI'S fo respectively where jlro is defined

as the un-saturated relative permeability, PI'S' the saturated relative

permeabi li ty, and, Po ' as the permeability of free space. This shown

in Fig.8.

This B-H lo~p of Fig.8 may be transformed to ~ - F envelop

as shown in Fig.9. The conversion factors' for a circumferential flux

hysteresis machinesare

~Q = BhEl hl

Fha = Hha rb

\1ebers

amperes (4)

where, = flux at angle a ,

flux density in hysteresis material at angle a ,

magnetic potentia 1 drop across the hys teres is material,Fh@ =
'B =he

~a = magnetic field intensity in the hysteresis material
at angle a.
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h = thickness of hysteresis ring,

1 = axial length of th e rotor.

and rh = radius to centre of the hysteresis ring.

The dimensions are shown in Fig.11.

~ny flux excursion on the ~ - F loop is governed by straight -

line relation of the" form y = mx + c, where 1/ ~ois the slope if the

state point is on th"e left or right hand sides of the loop, and 1/ ~
s

if the state point is viithin the outer boundaries of the loop. These

incremental reluctances per unit angle are given by the expressions:

~o =
rh

Pro Po hl

IRs
rh=

Prs f a hl

amperes/weber-rad ian

amperes/weber-rad ian

(5)

(6)

Tl1is ~ - F Parallelogram model of Fig.9 may be simplified

as follo,/s:

The unsaturated linear reluctance '-< per unit angle may bea

conceived of in series with the vertically sided ~ - F characteristic

as sho'in in Fig.10(a) and" (b). This linear reluctance ~ of Fig.10(a) ,a

has an effect which is equivalent to an extension of the airgap resulting
,

ne\'1 loops of vertical sides. i.e. zero reluctance. Because of the sub":'

traction of 1/ ~oeverywhere from the slope of the loop, any flux excursion
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within }he outer bounderies of the ne,,! loops ,.Till occur with a

slope 1; CR v!herep

ltlp = <Rs - <R o

Substi tuting values of <Rsand <Rofrom equation (5) and (6), \'/e

get

rh 1 1
(,{, = ( )

Po hl )J. rs Pro

=
rh (

/'lro - Prs
)

Po hl fro ill's

=
rh ampere;webel' - radian (8)

Pp flo hl

where Pp is defined as the equivalent permeability

and fp
"'1'0 Prs

Pro' - Frs

The non-linear characteristic of Fig.10(b) can be further

simplified by representing it as a linear reluctance j. Jper unit angle

Rp' in parallel "lith a ractangular loop tion-linear element as sho\'ln

in Fig.10(c) and (d).
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2. PARASITICLOSSES

The parasitic losses 6 associated \'lith the hysteresis ring

act as, a major detriment to the efficiancy and performance of the

hysteresis machine. The parasitic losses may be sub-divided into two

components, namely the MMF-Parasitic Loss and the Flux-Parasitic Loss,

on the basis of their distinct sources of origin.

In a practical machine sinusoidal distribution of winding

,cannot be realised in practice because, of the fini te number of turns

and the distribution of windings in a limited number of slots. Due to

this non-sinusoidal distribution ofwinding the re,volving mmf-space

~lave contains space harmonies ",hich are the functions of pitch and

distribution factors of the stator winding. In a hysteresis machine

these space harmonics causes the rotor material to experience minor

hysteresis loops. Typical minor loops 13 superimposed on the major

B-H loop is StlOwnin Fig.6. The loss associated ~lith, these minor

loops is defined as the 11HF-Parasitic Loss.

!-linor loops are also developed due to the presence of tooth

ripple in the airgap flux density space wave. The rotor material

experiences such tooth ripple "hen it passes from the short airgap

under the 'tooth face to the relatively long airgap under the slot

opening. The minor loops are superimposed on the major B-H loop at

the tooth ripple frequencies. The loss associated "ith these minor

loops is denoted as the Flux-Parasitic Loss.

The losses associated with the minor loops caused by both

the tooth rlpple present in the airgap flux densi-ty space ~lave and

space harmonics present in the stator mmf- space wave consist of

hysteresis and eddy-current effects of the minor loops. But the eddy

current effect is predominent13for materials commonlyused in
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hysteresis machine. The hysteresis loss of the minor loops \1ith most

metallic permanent magnet materials is less than 4 percent 7 of the

eddy-current loss. Thus the hysteresis effect of minor loops may be

ignored and a general' e:':pression for th'e parasi tic losses due to eddy-

current effect only may be developed.

Rahman, Copeland and Slemon 6 derived a general expression for

the parasitic losses due to eddy-current effect only{neglecting'

hysteresis effect) in terms of machine dimensions, a i,rgap field,stator

current and rotor hysteresis material characteris'tic for the synchronous

mode of operation of the hysteresis machine using a current sheet model

and assuming linear minor loop permeability. In their analysis space

harmonics of order n were assumed in the,mmf - space wave. For the

nth harmonic space wave the \1aVe length is 7\/ n where ~ is the wave

length' of the fundamental component and the angular frequency of the

induced rotor eddy-curren~ at synchronous speed becomes

~I = (10)

where f
n

is the frequency of the nth harmonic. This ,is the frequency

at which the minor loop excursions in the rotor material due tommf -

harmonics nappen and is given by the expression

f
n = n{ 1 + = ( n + 1 ) f1, (11)

where f1 is the frequency of the fundamental component. 'The expression

for the mmf- parasitic loss per unit surface area for the nth harmonic
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of an m - phase hysteresis machine having rms stator phase current

. 6 bIs in amperes is g1ven y

(12)

( 1:!:1/n) f1 fJ.r flo ftn m
2 2z

where Kmn =
[CJlr+Yn)¥ f3 n2.] 7\

sin(n 71 s /ll )2
K2 2 - 4n7l~IA (13)( Kpn e

nJl" sf/. - dn

where

. and

J = C/2(1 +(1 + 'X4)1/2] 1/2

8 = [1/2(-1 +(1 +-X4) 1/2] 1/2

1 I\.tv = {2-~-• ---
C"

I

is the skin depth.

(14 )

(16)

and (i'- = (_:j!__ ) 1/2
Wfr flo

(17)

J. is the resistivity of the rotor hysteresis material,

z is the number of conductors per phase per pxole,

isis the width of the stator slot and

Kpn and Kdn are the harmonic pitch and distribution factors

respectively.
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For an m-phase hystoresis machine operating under balanced

conditions, the harmonic terms which exist are those for which

( n Z 1 )/m is an integer. The total mmf - parasitic loss per unit

surface area for .a three phase machine may be expressed as

(

p.
m

I 2
s (18)

1i/here Km =, K ,n = 5,7,11,13L mn
n

..... (19)

1i/hich shows that the. mmf - parasitic loss .is directly proportional

to the square of the rms stator current.

Similarly, from the eddy current caus.ed by the tooth ripple

in the airgap field the flux 6parasitic loss may be expressed as

f t7\!>--------~Pr Po
••..2
B (20)

wh,ere f t is the bas ic tooth ripp le frequency and is given by

= (21)

S1 being the number of stator slots per pole.

and p i.e. the wave length of the fundamental induced rotor

current due to the tooth ripple flux. is equal to the stator slot

pitch p.
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Now; due to. the effect .of the variable gap reluctance tooth.

ripple harmonics will be present in the airgapflux density space

wave. The peak airgap flux density(for ,-
the ith component) B.

1
may be

-,related with the peak value B of the mean flux density in. the airgap

neglecting the ripple component, as

= (22)

are the factors and

neglecting eddy current effect, (23)

and i]i is called the reduction factor .i.e. the factor bYVlhich the

harmonic airgap field is reduced when the eddy current effect is

included and is given as

1]i
Pr + 1

= r(p;-~-i'i)~-7j"i-2)1/2 . (24)

Thus substituting eqns. 21 and 22 in eqn.20, we get the total.

flux - parasi tic loss as

S-f p 1\. a;2 /1i2
1 1 / ',1I'r - p --------------------

fr fo
2-

rtf -= B

(25)

(26)
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i = 1,2,3 ..... (27)

, (28)

Therefore.

E a / K2 - -Pf = Kf • B = Bg , g

= K' E 2,f g

1I1here k' ' = K / K2,f f
,"

1I1hichsho\vs that the flux - parasitic' loss is directly proportional

to the square of airgap flux - density and hence to the square of

airgap voltage.

(0)

(1)
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3. S1lATOR IRON LOSS

Accurate treatement of stator iron loss is really a difficult
. 14job. Trlckey in his analysis developed some convenient empirical

formula for the iron loss of small motors. He showed that for small

polyphase hysteresis motors having rating upto few integral hourse-

powers and operated at synchronous speed, the fUndamental, frequency

iron loss is, usually, composed of the losses in the yoke and the

te,eth.,This stator iron loss may be represented by an equivolent

resistance R. \'Ihichis dependent upon the total flux.
l

4. SATURATION TIl STATOR CORE.

In a paractical machin~ the sinusoidally, distributed magnetomotive

force is absorbed in producing a non-sinusoidal flux density in the

airgap, the stator teeth, the stator yoke and the rotor hysteresis

"ring. Assuming temporarily that only tooth saturation is significant

and that leakage fluxes are negligible, the magnetic field intansity

around the path in the airgap, the stator tooth and the rotor ring

may be found for a given values of airgap flux density. The summation

of field intensity around the path gives the total magnetomotive

force corresponding to the flux density. For the sinusoidally

distributed magnetmmotive force the corresponding flux density is the

flat-topped distribution as sho~m in Fig.~. Only the fundamental space

component'of this flu" density wave linl,s '"liththe sinusoidally

distributed winding. This fundamental component is given by
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.•..•...

Rotor

•

Btl?

Stator

I

Fig.12. Stator Slot - Tooth Dimensions ••...

'.



= Cos ( wt + O(m + !
2

:~)
2 .

(2)

Let us now examine the relation bet~een the stator slot leakage

flux and the airgap flux. The current per unit angle in the stator

slot .is

-_m I'll I~-- ---------- ..."2" ~
2-p cos ( ~/t +/>(-

.Plt
":Ii! )
2

amperes/Radian

Due to this stator current density a circumferential. tip-to-tip

leakage flux density will be developed ~hichis given by

(4)

where ge. is the effective circumferential airgap per unit
••

angle and is given by

=
sr.--------
t' + s

(5)

using the dimensions of Fig.12 ,lith machine radius r. The .tip-to-tilp

circumferential flux is thus
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Id

= Po ill

(t' + s). Ns Is------- .ld.----~---.
rs 2

2
p cos \l( I'lt + 0(- ) weber (6)

where 1 is the machine length and 'd is the effective radia,l

depth of the slot leakage flux path as shol'm in Fig.12. This tip-to-tip

leakage flux can saturate the tooth tips d'ueto stator current along.

Its maximumvalue occurs at ~~
2 = wt '+ 0( • Its interaction with

the airgap flux can be appreciated by considering a situation in which

the stator current is' entirely magnetizing i.e. 0( = 0(,." as with a zero -

power - factor leading load. Comparison of eqns.32 and 36 shows that

the tip-to-tiplelik2lge flux is in space quadrature with the airgap flux

for this condition allowing the saturation due 'to the two flux components

to be considered independantly., Inter'action of the t.lO flux component

may be important for near unity, power fa,ctor loads for which o(:!: 0(,"+ f .
For this condi ti.on the two components are in space phase.

Again from this tip-to-tip circumferential leakage flux the

lr

radially directed leakage. flux in the stator tooth ma.y
1 dflltip

-------• de

be derived as

t' s' N. Is :< 1'e+ s +1= Po m • --------. ----- • cos ( wt +0( - )
r2 sl 2 P 2 2

(7)
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I~here ,Bt is the average flux density over tooth and slot.

Comparison of eqn.37~lith eqn. 32 shows that this flux density

is in space phase I'iith the airgap flux d;nsity "ben ~ = D(ft1 i.e.

for zero-power factor l-oad conditions. The tv/o,components of tooth

flux are als 0 colinear and may be added directly to obtain, the total

tooth flux. For other values of stator current phase angle, the

components space waves may be added vectorially to obtain the,total

tooth flux.

Thus lie see that saturation in tooth body is a function of

the total radially dir'ected tooth flux lihich is a result of thelCll!li:

vectorial sum of the sinusoidally distributed airgap and slot leakage

flux components.

Jhere are two more components of leakage flux. These are the

tooth - top leakage and the zig-zag leakage components. Both of them

are also caused by the stator current density. Therefore, the contribu-

tion of the t~lO components to the tooth flux may also be considered with

the radially directed flux in the stator tooth.

Nowthe flux in t'he yoke corr,esponding to the fundamental

space component of the airgap flux at an angle e is given by

~my =J1r B1, de

" ( ~lt + 0(m';'
pe

= - lr Bt cos -- ) weber
2

(38)
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And the component-of the stator leakage flux 1610f in the yoke

as seen from Fig.(12) is equal in magnetlilde-and opposite in direction

to the circwuferential tip-to-tip leakage flux. Thus

= cos
Fe
2

)

Again the leakage and-mutual flux components of the flux are

colinear and -in space phase when ~ = 0( - -. The ratio of them
two components is the same as in the radial tooth flux.

The contribution of the space harmonies in the airgap flux to

the yoke saturation is normally expected to be negligible. The contri-

bution due to-the largest harmonic does not usually exceed 3% of
that of the fundamental-.
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CHAPTER III

1. DERIVATIONOF EQUIVALENTCIRCUITNODELSFORIDEALISED
HYSTERESISI1ACHINE-SynchronousNode.

Fig.11 sho~ls the cross-section and dimensions of a polyphase

hysteresis machine. The stator is assumed to have a sinusoidally

distributed polyphase winding having Ns turns per phase and excited

by a. balanced set of polyphase currents. The current in phase

a is = Is cos (wt +c(m ) (40)

where m is the phase angle for zero-povler factor load condition.

The totor hysteresis ring is assumed to be homogeneous and its

.B-H characteristic is represented by a parallelogram as shown in Fig.8.

The path of the magnetic. flux is radial in the airgap and .circumferential

in the pysteresis material as shown in Fig.4. The magnetic flux distri-

bution inside the ring is assumed uniform and there is no flux penetra-

tion into the rotor non-magnetic sleeve.

Considering a P-pole, m-phase machine the number of conductors

per phase is

z =
N pe:....s
p • cos 2- c onductor/rad ian (41)

and the total magnetic potential at angle e is

2( -p ) pe
2-Jamperes

(42)

which describes a revmlving magnetic field.
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This total magnetic potential is obsorbed in producing a flux

density in the airgap and the hysteresis ring in an idealised machine,

that is

F =e amperes .(43)

A magnetic flux ~e per unit angle of periphery will be established

by the magnetic potential Fe and this flux "ill be continuous through

the airgap and the hysteresis material. The magnetic potentialFge

across theairgap and the flux ~El per unit angle are related by the

airgap reluctance per unit angle,

/Rge = Je--:-- .•.._- ampere/weber-radiam (44)

The mmfdrop in the air gap is then

= IRge

Ie
•• ---:-_. ~IJ

f r Io g

alj1peres (~5) .'

In the hysteresis material the magnetic flux per uni.t angl.e

~e is related to the magnetic potential Fhe by the idealized magnetill:ation

characteristic as shown in Fig.9.

Simplifying this ~ - F envelop of Fig.9 to Fig.10(d)

we get,

,.,

and

ampere

weber.

(46)

(47)
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Fig.13. Approximate Magnetic Equivalent Circuit.
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The magnetic equivalent circuit of the hysteresis motor is shown

in Fig.13. The matrix statement for this circuit problem i~

Fe li< ••• (R ilR -(R ~ag a p p

= (48)
0 • -e 4t . ...:$- ~pep p

The corresponding dual electric equivalent circuit of Fig .•13

is shown in Fig.14 and the matrix Equation describing the dual electric

equivalent circuit is

I 1 1 1 1 E- ••• .•.-s - gjXg jXp jXp jXp

(49)

0 1 . 1 4F E- ---- --- .•.'X 'X p. J P J p

where 'X =J g

.,. 2'N 2
m" 2 sjw---8----(---) -----.p ~

g

= jw

jXo =

=

Lg
mit

j\~ 8
2 ." 2,

. 2 N. (___ ) _~s.__
p @.

a

(50)

(51)

,.. )
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Fie.14. Electric Equivalent Circuit for
Idealized Hysteres is ~iachine•• -.

"

s

Fig.15. /.lodified Electric Equivalent Circuit for
Idealized Hysteresis Machine Including stator
Impedances.
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=
m,..

jw-----
8

" 22
(---)

P

N 2,
s

<Rp •.

= jw L
P

(52)

From eqn. 50, 51 and 52 the inductances Lg "~o and Lp are

2 2 '1'2mn s
Lg = ---. (---) -----

8 P. .<Rg
"'~~ 2 2 2' po 1:'gI henry= ~_'!. (---). N _____ =5i ____

8 P s ga

(54)henry

henry

N2s-----

_0:- _

<Ro
2 .ProF ohl
N ---------s r

2 h.N
s

2 2
(---)

P

2 2
(--)

P

2 2
(---)

P <R
P

2 2 2 Jlo hI(----) N __J _
P ,s ' •

rh

mK
8

= !!:_L
8

= -~-~
8.

= !!!J[
8

and' L
P

~he equivelent circuit of Fig.14 may be shown inxxg~~~i a

more familiar form as shown in Fig.(15) including the stator impedances.
The phasor equations may be expressed in the matrix form as

Es = R + j(X + X )
s s go

jXgo I
s

(56)
Ep jXgo j(X + X )go p I

p



I'ihere jX =, ~o

X' X
, '" o'J---liil------

X + X
g 0
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(57)

Using the express ions of eqns. (50) and (51) we get

=
Lg Lo

j\'1 (-------- )L + L
g 0

(58)

The expression for the hysteresis source voltage E isp

wri tten5

=

as

,
<--~-)JI::!!- volts (rms) , (59)

•

where J .is a 'factor. It 'expresses fundaluental solution of Fourier
I

Series of flux space wave and;1 is the angle between T~evenin

equivalent magnetic potentialFqB and ~e

, '
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2. GENERAL EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT.

In the. analys is of equivalent circuit mode ls of practical

hysteresis machines at synchronous mode of operation an usual approach

is to either neglect saturation or to use only one saturable reactance.

But economic consideration require operation of the machine in the

magnetically saturated region and when the stator core becomes

saturated, the single reactance is not sufficient to represent the

stator reactance adequately.

For accurate representation of the stator saturation Slemon18

tried to determine the different regions of magnetic saturation of the

stator and to identify the magnetic flux variable on which the saturation

in each region. depends. From that analysis it ~las concluded that the

stator reactance Xs may be replaced by the reactances Xsa' X sb

and X of the different saturating regions, where X representsty sa
the end winding reactances, Xsb the slot, tooth top and zig-zag

re.actances and Xt the tooth body and yoke reactance.
. y

It has been shovm18 that the tooth bOdy saturation is caused

b;r the vector sum of airgap flux density and the tooth body leakage

flux density. The airgap flux density B1links with the stator

winding to produce the airgap voltage E • The flux density component
g

Bt links with the stator winding to produce the leakage reactance

voltage jX b I • The space vector sum of the two flux densitys s ..
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distribution links with the stator winding to produce the voltage

.E
ty

• The voltage Ety differs from the stator terminal voltage only

by the voltage induced by the normally small and winding leaka~e flux
~

and the resistance drop. This same .voltage Etyrepresents the flux

in the yoke. The magnetomotive force required for the stator tooth';'

body and the yoke may nO~1be represented as the magnetizing current

I
ty

through the reactance' Xtyconnected across the voltage Ety'

The value of the reactance Xtyis a function of the voltage Ety only.

This is sho~m in the Fig.16.

In the previous analysis of parasitic 'loss, the mmf-parasi tic

loss comporient is shown to be directly proportional to the square of the'

r.m.s. stator current i.e.,

P
m = K

m
I s

2 (18)

vlhere K is the mmf
m

loss constant and I is the r.m.s.
5

stator current. Thus the mmf - parasitic loss may conveniently be

represented by an equivalent resistance Rm which is numerically

equal to Km •

Similarly, the flux-paras i tic loss is shown to be proportional

to the square of the airgap voltage. For sinusoidal space flux density

wave for, this loss component Pf is den.oted as

= K' E 2f g (30)
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Fig.16. General Equivalent Circuit of Hysteresis Machine ""'"
-- Synchronous Mode.



where K'f is the flux
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IDss cDnstant and Eg is the airgap ~Dltage.

Thus the flux-parasitic IDss may alsD be represented by an equivalent

resistance Rf which depends Dn the airgap vDltage and is numberically

equal to the reciporDcal Df the flux-pDss cDns,tant K' f ,. This is shDwn

in F:tg.16.

The representatiDn Df the statDr irDn loss R. between
J.

Rs and Xs in the equivalent circuit Df Fig.16 is claimed tD be mDre

accurate than the classical representatiDn.

CDnsidering all the a bDve assumptiDns the general equivalent

circuit fDr a practical hysteresis machine Dperated at synchronDus speed

is shDwn in Fig.16.

3. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION OF'GENERAL EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT.
The phasDr quantities Df the, general equivalent circuit

(Fig. 16) Df the ~ysteresis machine for synchrDnDus mDde,Df operatiDn

may be expressed by phasor equatiDns. Using IDDpmethod, vie get

E = I R - 1. R.s SS J.J.
(60)

(61 )

(62)

(63)

(64)

(65)
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(66)

From eqn. (62), (67)

From eqn. (63), = - I jXgo go
(68)

Using the values from eqns. (65),(66),(67) and (68)

~Ie get I

From eqri. (60),

E = IRs. T (Is TI
l
' ) jX T(I I. T It ) T(R T jX b) T5 5 sa 5.1 Y m s.

= 15( Rs T Rm ) Tj(XsaTXsbT XgOn T IifRm Tj(XsaTXsbT tsoj
T Ity[Rm +j (Xsb T XgO~ +If jXgo T Ip jXgg (69)

.. From eqn. (61),

o = I. R. +~ I + I. ) jX .j.( I + I. + It )
1 1 5 1 sa 5 .1 Y

(R + jXsb) +(15 + Ii + Ity+If + I ) 'x
m p J go

= i [R + j (X il+ X b+ X )] + 1. f<R. + R )+j(X +X b+ Xgo 15 m .5 5 go 1 1 m sa 5

. +. It [R + j(Xsb+ Xgo )] + If jX + n; 'x (70)y . m go p J go

From eqn.(62),

O. = Ity jXty + (Is + Ii oj. Ity) ( Rm + jXsb )+(15 + Ii + Ity+ If
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=Is [Rm tj(Xsb+ Xgo )] + Ii [Rm T j(XSbT Xgo il+ Ity rRmTj(Xty +

Xsb T Xgo )JT If jXgoT Ip ijXgg

From eqn.(63), .

(71)

o =

= I jX T I. jX + I jX + If jX + I j (X+ X )s go J. go ty go go p go p

Thus the phasor equations for the general equivalent circuit may be

written in the matrix form from eqnx.(69) through (73) as

(73)



Es = (R + R ) +j(X ••+ X b+ X ) R + j(X + x ,,+ x )sm. . s.. s go m sa s"" go R +j (X b+' X )
m . s go

jXgo jXgo Is

o = R +j (X +X b+ X )m . sa s go
(R. +R )+j(X +X b+X ) R +j(X b+X )~ m sa s go m s go jXgo jXgo Ii

o = Rm +jb(Xs",+Xgo) Rm+j (Xst,+Xgo) Rm+j(Xty+Xsb+Xg~ jXgo jXgo 1ty (74)

o

E
P

=

=

jXgo

jXgo

jXgo

jXgo

jXgo

jXgo

Rf+jXgo jXgo

<

jX . j (X +X )go . go p

I"f

Ip

V1
-"
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I
5

If

Rf

Ijp

Fig.17. l.lodified General Equivalent Circuit for
SiJllchronous }lode of Operation.
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4. MODIFIEDEQUIVALENTCIRCUIT

..In an integral 'holllrse-p ower hys teres is machine having

higher number of slots per pole per phase, .the flux-parasitic

loss is the predominent component representing' approximately 80%

of the total parasitic loss. Under such situations the resistance

Rm representing the mmf - parasitic loss in the general equivnlent

circuit may be ignored.

If .the machine is operated at low terminal voltage such

that the stator saturation effect is neglected, the ractance X
ty

being small is negligible and thus the reactance Xi is the sum of the

series reactances Xsaand Xsb' The modied equivalent circuit is sho;m

'in Fig. 17.

5. ANALYTICALSOLUTIONOF MODIFIEDEQUIVALENTCIRCUIT•

.for the mathematical solution of the modified general equ'ivalent

circuit, let us use the loop method. The loop equations are:

E = I R Ii Ris s s

0 = I. R.+ (I + Ii ) jXs - If R fJ. J. S

0 = I R - I jX
f .f go go

E = I .x - I .x
p . goJ go P J P

(75)

(76)

(77)

(78)
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.From Fig. 17.

+ I
P (79)

From eqn.(76),

. From eqn. (77),

Substituting the values from eqn.(79),(80) and (81),

we get,

From eqn. (75),

E = I .R +(I +I. )jX +(I + I, +. If _~I ) jXgos s S' S 1 S S ~ P

(80)

(81) ,

From eqn. (76),

0 = I R +(I • I. )jX +(I + I. + If + Ip
) .X

iiS 1 S S 1 J go

= Is j (Xs +Xgo) +Ii f i +j (Xs + Xgoq+If jXgo+Ip
.X (83)J go

Erom Eqn.(77),

() = I R +(I +I. +If + I ) 'xf f. S 1 P J go

= I jX + Ii jX + If (Rf +jX ) + I .X
S go go go P J go

From Eqn. (~8),"

E = . (I +1. +If +I ) jX + I .X
P S 1 P go p J P

= Is jX +1. jX +If jX 0+1 j(X + X )go 1 go g. p go p

(84)

(85)
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Thus the phaser equations of the modified general equivalent circuit

of hysteresis machine at synchronous mode of operation may be written

in the metrix form as

Es 'xJ go jXgo

0 j (X + X ' ) R .+j(X +X ) .x .x I.s go ~ s go J go J go ~

= (86)

0 .x .x Rf+jX .x IfJ go J go go J go
"

E jX - .X .X j (X 'Ii X ) Ip go J go J go g p. p

j...
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CHAPTERIV

1. SUB-STI1CHRONOUShODE.

So far the analysis was restricted to synchronous mode of

operation of the hyster~sis machine. It was shown that 'at synchronous

speed the motor torque is 'entirely due to the hysteresis effect.

However, at speeds other than the synchronous one the motor torque

is ,due to both hysteresis and eddy current effec'ts. The eddy current

torque at speeds other than the synchronous one contributes directly

to the ,total motor torque. Eddy current torque is also important even

in the synchronous mode of operation for damping out the hu'ntings 19

of the hys tel' es is rotor.'

To analyse the hysteresis machine for sub-synchronous mode of

operation the idealized hysteresis material in the, rotor assembly with

its complete magnetic synmetry may be represented by a set of balanced

I 1 d . . 11 dpolyp lase c ose w1nd1ngs an hence closed coils having stator to

rotor turns ratio of 1:1. In normal induction motor the rotor ressistance

is independant of slip and is primarily determined by the winding resistanc~

However, in the case of hysteresis machine at sub-synchronous speed,these.,

c9ils may be modelled to have both the eddy current dependant resistance

Re and the hysteresis resistance Rh• Unlike the ind~tion motor, the

hysteresis resistance ,Rh is slip dependant.

Derivation of Rh

The hysteresis resistance~ Rh may be evaluated from the pawer

loss approach. Using the parallelogram approximation as sho~m in Fig.8

of the actual hysteresis loop of the rotor material, the hysteresis

energy vlh per unit volume is

Joules (87)
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and the synchronous watts derived from this hysteresis loss may be

expressed as'

P = Vf Whh
m E= f'
Rh

2

\'Iatt,s (88)

\~here V is the, volume of the hysteresis riIUb and from Fig.11

Thus, from eqns(87), (88)

=

and (89), we get,
2

m Eg

8Arh hlf B:eHc

ohms (90)

Now volts (91)

~lhere 'Kw is the vTinding factor. Thus

= ---------~
H,c

. ohms (92)

This Rh ,<!ill produce the total synchronous hysteresis vlatts at all

values of slip and at the pull-out condi tion. ,The portion(1-S) of this power

will appear as mechanical output. This i's shown in Fig.19.

Derivation of R e

To derive the equivalent eddY,current resistance Re, it is not possible

to use direct calculation based on physical shape and material resistivity

as the hysteresis motor does not have a lear distinction between current

carrying and flux carrying rotor l)lembers. The power loss approach
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Fig.18 (a) Cross-Section of Circumferential Flux Hysteresis t.lachine.

(b) Section A - A of the Rotor Rine.
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as used in the case of the hysteresis resistance Rh seems promissing

to derive Re Thus

R = ------- ohms

where E
r

is the rotor induced voltage.

To derive the eddy current loss Pe let the ring is cut at

section A-A.Fig.18(a) and laid out flat as shown in Fig.18(b). If the

flux is directed into the paper on the section vievl, eddy-currents .<ill

flow as shown by arrow in the section A-A,Fig.18(b)~ The magnitude of

the current will be determined by the induced voltage and resistively

of the material. Considering: an incremental thickness di of the ring.

at distance X from the mean diameter 2 rh, the total resistance

experienced by the incremental current through dx will be

d R = -------- (~4)

Since the incr.emental current enclosed .the portion 2 X/h of the total

flux, Fig.18(b) in the hysteresis ring, the induced voltage is given

by

.volts (95)

lihere 9Jh is the peak value of the total circumferential flux assumed

to be uniformly.distributed in.the ring.
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Thus the total eddy current loss in ~Tatts is

h/2

P = ;: d Pe e

h/2 E 2

J r=
d R

0 e

Substituting equations (94) and (~5) in eqn. (96), ~Ieget,

(96)

=

and after integration,

=

f 2 2
78.45;f r 9Jh rh

/1 h2

'2 2
10.32 fr 9Jh rh h

..fJ1..

h!2

Jo dx (97)

(98)

In terms of ,the stator frequency f, the eddy current loss per phase

in the hys teresis motor is
S2 E 2

g
Pe = ---------

R e

=
2 210.32 (Sf ) 9Jh rh h

m.,;? 1

watts
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Substituting the value of Eg in eqn.(99). we get the expression for

the eddy current resistance R e as

2
1.9 N

=

2. EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS.

ohms (1<D0)

The equivalent circuit of the hys teres is machine at sub-synchr onous

mode of operation is shown in Fig.19. Fig.20 shown a general equivalent. .
circuit for sub-synchronous mode of operation including the stator iron

losses and parasitic losses. These equivalent circuits models. of Fig.19

and 20 holds good for any speed except tile synchronous one. At synchronous

'speed with S = 6 the eddy current element'is absent and the hysteresis

element may be conveniently replaced by.a constant source of voltage

Ep as shown in Fig.14.

It may be mentioned here the t the phasor quanti ties sho,1ll in

Figs.19. and 20 in the case of sub-synchronous mode .of operation l'1ill be

someV1hatdifferent from that 'in the case of' synchronous mode of operation.

'Since there does not exist any definite procedure in pra~tice for the

calculation of these quantities, it is really difficult to find out the

exact values. Thus for simplicity these phasor quantities Ivere assumed

constant for all speeds.
2

For sub-synchronous mode at slip S, the perphase I R loss

in the rotor hysteresis ring, neglecting the minor loop losses, is

•
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"

•

jX'

r •..••..p
""

Is R~ jXa jX jXr I
~ P

Igo Ie Ih
-, Re SRh -

",

Fig.19. Equivalent Circuit for Sub-Synchronous Mode of Operation.
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Watts (101)

The output power per phase is

= Ie
2 1 ,- S 2

(----------)R + Ih (1-S) Rh' s e
viatts (102)

This is shown in Fig. (19) and (20). The first terms in eqn. (101)

and (102) show the contribution due to eddy current, while the second

terms 'represent the contribution due to the hysteresis effects.

3. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION OF EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT.

From Fig. 19, the loop equations are

E = I (R +jX ) - I 'Xs s s s go J go

1-S '
0 = I 'X - I jX' - I (R + ----- R )goJ go P p e e S e

where X' = X + Xp p r,

Xr , being the rotor leakage reactance.
1 - S

0 = I R + 'l'y----- R ) - Ih SRh +(1 - S ) Re e S e h

(103)

(104)

(105)

(106)
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From Fig.19.

I 107)

=

and - I = I + I + I + I + Ingo s p s e

From eqn.104,
1 - S

- I (R + ------- R ) = I jX - I 'X'
e e S e go go p J p

= (Is + Ie + Ih )jXgo+(Ie+ Ih ) 'X'J P

Using tbe eqns.(10?),(108) and (109), we get,

From eqn. (103),

.Es = I (R + 'x )+(1 +1 + Ih ) 'x
s. s J s s e Jgo

= Is [Rs + j(Xs + Xgoj+Ie jXgo+ Ih jXgo

From eqn.(104),

o = (I' + I + In )jX +(1 + Ih ) jX' +1 1/S Rs e go e .:p e e

Is SjX + I r; +jS(X +xt:)l+Ih jS(X + X' )
go el e go pJ ,go p

From eqn. (106) ,

(108)

(109)

(110)

.(111)

=

o = (Is + Ie,,+ Ih )jXgo+(Ie + Ih )jX'p +Ih SRh+( 1 - S) Rh

I~ jXgo+ Ie j(Xgo+'x'p )+Ih[Rh'+j(Xgo+ X'p :1 (112)
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Multiplying thraughaut by S, we get

Thus the phasar equatians .of the equivalent circuit .ofhysteresis

machine at sub-synchronous made .of operation may be written in the

matrix far as

(113)

=Rs +j(X + X )s go
.X
J go .X

J ga Is

o = (114 )

o .SX
J ga jS(X +X' )go p

4. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION OF GENERAL EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT.
Fram. Fig. 20. the laap equatians are:

(115)

(116)

(117)
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I. Rs jIs jxp Ip

11 leo
I. lia

Re SRh

II Ri S Rt .:Ill0

¥Re
(1-S~

t,

Fig.20. General Equivalent Circuit at Sub-SytlcurOnoUl!lModeof Operation.
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(118)

o (119)

From Fig. 20,

I = I i" IhP e

- I = I + I. + If + I + Ihgo s ~ e.

From eqri. (116),

. From eqn. (117)

From eqn. (118)
1 - S

- Ie ( Rei" --5--- Re) = - IgojXgoi" I~ jXp

Using the eqns.(120) through (124) we get,

From eqn. (115),

E = I R + (I + Ii ) jX +(1 +I. + If + I + Ih ) .X
s s s s .s s ~ e J go

= I [R + j(X +x J+I. j(X +X )+If jX +1 jX +Ih
.x

. s s s go ~ s go go e go J go

(120)

(121)

(122)

(124)

(125) .
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From eqn. (116)

o ::: I. R. +(1 + I. ) jX +(1 + I, + If + I + ih~~ s ~ s s. e

::: +j(X + X J1+Ifs gJ jX +1 jX +Ih jXgogo e . go (126)

From eqn. (117),

From eqn. (118),

(127)

(I
,

) jX +(I +Ih )jX' +1 a/SRo. ::: + Ii + If + Ie + Ihs . go. e . pee

::: .1 SjX + 1. SjX + If S'X +
Ie +jS(X +X'~tIhjS(X +X' ). (128)s go ~ go J go e e go . p .. go p

From eqn. (119),

0 ::: (1+ 1. +If +1 +lh } jX +(1 +Ih ) 'x' + Ih Rhs ~ . e go e J p

::: I jX + 1. jX + ltl jX + I j(X .. +X' h1h[Rh +j(X +X'
~

s go 1- go go e go. e . go p

Multiplying throughout by S, we get

(129)

o ::: I jSX + I, jSX '" If. jSX +1 jS(X +X' )+Ih GRh+JS(X +X' )1s go.. go go e go p r: go p 'J.
. . . (130)

Thus the phasor equations of the gen.oral equivalent circuit of Fig.20

may be expressed in the matrix form as .



Es

o

= I R + j(X + X) j(X + X )
s s go s go

j(X + X) R. +j(X +X )
s go 1 S go

jXgo

jXgo

jX
go

jXgo

jX
go

jXgo

Is

Ii

o jXgo jXgo Rf+jXgo jXgo jXgo If (131 )

o jSXgo j3X go jSXgo i +jS(X+X') jS(X+X' )
e . gO. p. go p

Ie

o jSXgo jsXgO. jSXgo jS(X +X' )
. go p

SRh+jS(X +X' )go p Ih
".L

I

C\
\0
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CHAPTERV

1. DISCUSSION

The B-H characteristic of the rotor hysteresis material

is a multivalued non-linear function. Tbe area of the loop is

dependant on the level of excitation as well as the history,

of magnetic material. For different excHation a series of loop

is shown in Fig.2J. At lower values of excitation, the loop is

less rectangular in nature; and for such cases the elliptical

modelling may be reasonable. Usually a good hysteresis materaal

has a co-ercieve force lying between 120 - 170 Oe..• -For suche .

values the parallelogram model may better fit the actual lOop.

The trea.tment of parasitic losses associated with the rotor

hysteresis material is a couplex one, as under loaded condition

the airgap flux is modified due to :stator slotting, winding

distribution and saturation in a complex fashion. In the expressions

of both the mmfand flux parasitic loss factors Kmnand Kf

of eqns.(13) and (27) respectively, the influence of recoil

permeability Pr of the minor loops is implied 6. 'This value of•
of fr for minor loops is assumed linear and constant for all

frequencies. However, the minor loops are distributed on the major

loop in a random way. Their recoil permeabilities are neither

constant nor colinear. Actually they are non-linear and complex.
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B

H

Fig.2t. B-H CharactJlr:l.stic with D;l.:l.'ferentLevel ot Exc:l.taUon.
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Although the saturation 'in the stator is considered adequately

for the better representation of the stator reactances, the effect of

saturation is neglected in theexp'ressions of parasitic losses. It is

6ho"ever shovm that 'the contribution of stator saturation to th'e

parasitic loss is, usually much less significant than the airgap

proximity, machine geometry' and magnetd-electric characteris~ics

of the rotor hysteresis rnatel' ial.

In the derivation. of the idealized magnetic equivalent circuit

the folloVling equation is implied.,

= (132)

This equation leads to the equivalent circuit of Fig.13 "here

~e is assumed sinusoidal in the airgap•2But actually the airgap flux
. '. d ~eis non-s~nuso~dal and the term ( - R M_) is non-linear. For the, g de2

purpose of linearizing the airgap reductance, the airgap flux is

assumed sinusoidal. For the sinusoidal flux the doubk.differentiation

of ~e ,vJit'hrespect to e results in reversal of sign only i.e., a

phase ski¥mBH shift of half the period of the flux space wave.
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However, it may not be that much accurate and for more elaborate

treatment, the equation (132) should be solved numerically.

In the dual electric equivalent circuit, the linearized model

of the B-H loop in the magnetic circuit is represented by a constant

voltage source E • This constant voltage sourceEp is an approximation
p .

to the actual loop and hence may be a limitation .in this work.

Flux parsitic loss factor Kfis voltage dependant and it is

represented by a parallel resistance Rf across the airgap while

the mmf - parasitic loss factor, K is current dependant and itmn

is represented by a resistance Rm in series with the stator

impedance in the generatized equivalent circuit of Fig.16 •.However,

the flux parasitic loss relement Rf is put after R in the
m

equivalent circuit. Since the loss due to Rf is directly subtracted

from the rotor develop power, its representation as given in the

equivalent circuit is justified.

The parasitic loss components are frequency dependant as

sho\m in eqns. (13) and (25). At synchronous speed the frequency is

constant and the loss components are also constant as shovm in

Fig.16. But at sub-synchronous speed there results some variation

in frequency which in turn causes variation in the loss components.
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However, the variation in frequency is not much higher- so that

the effect of variation in the loss component may be neglected.

At sub-synchronous speed the total torque developed in the

rot.or is composed of both the eddy current and hysteresis torque.

This is shovln in Fig.(19) and (20). Of this the element Rerepresents

loss due to eddy current and the element (_l-=-')R representsS e

the contribution of the eddy current torque-to the output shaft

power. Similarly, the element SRh represents the I~ R loss due

to hysteresis effect and the portion (1-S) Rh is the contribution

of hysteresis effect to the out put shaft power .•

At synchronous speed the slip S = 0, and the element 1 -S---- RS e

becomes infinHy. This is equivalent to open circuit of the eddy

branch. This is consistant with the equivalent circuit analysis of

concentional induction motor. However, the S Rh element of the

hysteresis branch becomes short circuited at S ~ 0, and -the out put

shaft power element due to hysteresis reduces to Rh • Thus the out put

torque only comes entirely out of the hysteresis effect. This

element at synchronous speed is conveniently expressed 4-5 as

hysteres is

E inp

•
Fig.16. The justification of connecting the eddy element with the

hysteresis _element in parallel is clearly spelt out in the aforesaid

discussions.
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10Fig.22 shows the experimental
speed torque curve of synchronous

hys teresis motor ~Iith two types of" rotor, namely th icker and

thiner rotors.Upto synchronous speed both the speed-torque curves

are ideally flat. However, at sub-synchronous speed the torque

for both types of rotor are greater than the corresponding pull

out torque at s~nchronous speed. Thus, it is evident from Fig.22

that the torque at sub-synchronous speed is higher than the

synchronous pull-out torque. At synchronous speed the total machine

developed power is I~Rh as implied in Figs.(19) and (20). At

sub-chr"onous speed the output shaft pO~ler is Rxx,",xixx:t

From the e~perimental torque - speed curve of Fig.32, it is to

be noted that

(102)

(133)

even though there exists
2

I R loss in both the elements namelye e

I 2 R
e e and I ~Sllh • This is in agreement with our prediction

in the equivalent circuit of Fig.22 that at sub-synchronous speed

the eddy current torque yontributes to the total machine" torque. The

additional torque above the pull-out one is due to the resultant

eddy current.
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2. CONCLUSIONS

General equivalent circuit models for polyphase hysteresis

motors are oc:r:x derived. Corresponding solutions of these equivalent

circuits in phasor quantities are obtained. A detail investigation

int~ the phenomena of stator saturation, parasitic. losses and iron

losses have ~een made. These effects are represented by appropriate

parameters in the equivalent circuit models. The equivalent circuit

models for both synchronous and..sub-synchronous mode of operation

are also developed. I'lodified equivalent circuit models for both

the cases are obtained. These equivalent circuit moqels are suitable

for sleady stat€) operation.

The analytical solutions are rmgorous and reasonably

complete for a balanced polyphase hysteresis motor.

At sub-synchronous speed it is established .that the

additional t.orque over. the pull-out one is due to the eddy

current torque. This is found in agreement \'liththat obtained

exp erimen ta lly.

in future "Jork.
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